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Working memory (WM) refers to the temporary storage and
processing of goal-relevant information. WM is thought to include
domain-specific short-term memory stores and executive pro-
cesses, such as coordination, that operate on the contents of WM.
To examine the neural substrates of coordination, we acquired
functional magnetic resonance imaging data while subjects per-
formed a WM span test designed specifically to measure executive
WM. Subjects performed two tasks (sentence reading and short-
term memory for five words) either separately or concurrently.
Dual-task performance activated frontal-lobe areas to a greater
extent than performance of either task in isolation, but no new
area was activated beyond those activated by either component
task. These findings support a resource theory of WM executive
processes in the frontal lobes.

The process whereby information is temporarily maintained in
memory for use in ongoing mental operations is referred to

as working memory (WM). The WM system is thought to consist
of verbal and spatial short-term stores and executive processes
that operate on the contents of these stores (1–3). Executive WM
processes such as multiple task coordination, set shifting, inter-
ference resolution, and memory updating are thought to be
essential for high-level thought processes and to be subserved by
prefrontal cortex (PFC) (2–6). Executive WM is likely to be
comprised of a number of distinct processes, and functional
neuroimaging may be useful in dissociating those processes to
the extent that these processes rely on distinct neural substrates
(7–18). The present experiments focus on the neural substrates
of dual-task coordination during the concurrent performance of
two tasks.

Psychologists have developed test paradigms with the goal of
measuring executive WM capacity. These WM span tests, which
include reading span (19–20), listening span (21), operation span
(22), and counting span (23), share the common property that
they require concurrent processing (such as reading sentences
for comprehension) and short-term maintenance (such as re-
membering the last word in each sentence). Unlike single-task
short-term memory measures such as digit span or word span,
WM span tests are powerful predictors of performance on a wide
variety of verbal (e.g., verbal Scholastic Aptitude Test, text
comprehension) and nonverbal measures (e.g., mathematical
and reasoning problems) (19–20, 24–28). WM span tests are also
sensitive to changes in cognitive ability throughout development
(23, 29) and in old age (26), as well as in neurological diseases
that compromise frontal-lobe functioning (30, 31). WM span
tests yield a psychometrically robust measure of executive WM
capacity, but the neural substrates of performance of such a task
have not been yet been thoroughly explored (32).

In the present experiments, we used functional magnetic
resonance imaging to measure brain activity associated with
performance of a WM span test. Performing two tasks concur-
rently instead of one requires additional mental resources. There
are two ways in which the recruitment of additional resources
could be instantiated in the brain. Resources may be recruited
from new areas specialized for dual task-specific processes, such
as task coordination, that are not invoked by either component

task (7). Alternatively, the recruitment of additional resources
may be manifested as enhanced activation in the same brain
regions that subserve performance of the component tasks (8, 9,
32, 33). The goal of these experiments was to ask whether
performing two tasks instead of one recruits novel dual task-
specific regions or leads to increased activation in the regions
recruited by the component tasks.

Experiment 1
Methods. Subjects. Eight healthy right-handed volunteers (aged
18–28; 3 males, 5 females) participated after providing informed
consent.

Tasks. Subjects performed four different types of trials in the
scanner: the WM span test, its two component tasks, and a
baseline condition (Fig. 1a). Each trial was 41.3 sec in length and
had the same basic structure, with Instruction, Sentence Pro-
cessing, and Recall phases. Words in the Sentence Processing
phase appeared one at a time at the center of the screen. On
Read Trials, subjects evaluated five consecutive statements as
true or false by pressing one of two buttons and then viewed an
array of arrows. Subjects pressed the left button if the arrows
pointed to the left and the right button if they pointed to the
right. This left/right button press served to equate visual and
motor processing demands across trial types. On Remember
Trials, subjects viewed five consecutive narrative sentences and
were instructed to simply remember the final word of each
sentence. At the end of the trial, an array containing the first or
last letter of the final word of each sentence appeared on the
screen. Subjects pressed one of two buttons to indicate whether
these letters correctly represented the order in which the five
final words had appeared. The purpose of the recall cue was to
ensure that subjects actively maintained the final words in
memory throughout the trial. On Read1Remember Trials,
subjects evaluated five sentences and remembered the final word
of each sentence. The Sentence Processing phase of the
Read1Remember Trials required concurrent processing of in-
formation (evaluating the content of each sentence) and main-
tenance of separate information (remembering the last word of
each sentence). A set size of five sentences was chosen based on
preliminary behavioral data suggesting that subjects would find
this task challenging but would perform significantly above
chance. On Control Trials, subjects viewed meaningless conso-
nant strings and made left/right button presses.

Testing procedure. A scan session consisted of 2 anatomical
scans and 5 functional scans of 5.6 min each. Two of each of the
four trial types were interleaved within a scan, and the order of
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trials was counterbalanced across subjects. Participants re-
sponded by pressing one of two buttons on a button box with
different fingers of their right hand. PSYSCOPE (34) was used to
generate stimuli as well as to collect responses.

Data acquisition. Whole-brain imaging data were acquired on
a GE Signa 1.5 Tesla MRI scanner (General Electric Medical
Systems Signa, Rev. 5.3). T1-weighted flow-compensated spin-
echo anatomical images (TR 5 500 ms; minimum TE) were
acquired in 16 contiguous 7-mm axial slices parallel to a line
passing through the anterior and posterior commissures. Func-
tional images were acquired in the same set of slices by using a
T2*-sensitive gradient echo spiral pulse sequence (35) (1 inter-
leave, 40-ms TE, 105-ms TR/slice, 85° flip angle, 20-cm field of
view, 64 3 64 data acquisition matrix).

Data analysis. Functional images were motion corrected and
normalized using SPM96 (36), interpolated to 2 3 2 3 4 mm
voxels, and spatially smoothed with a Gaussian filter (8-mm full

width–half maximum). Low-frequency noise and differences in
global signal were removed. Single subject data were analyzed
with a fixed-effects model (36). Group data were analyzed by
using a random effects model (37). For the group analysis,
images were averaged to create one image of mean activity per
Trial type and subject. t tests were performed on these average
images to create a series of SPM{Z} maps depicting differences
in brain activity between Trial types.

Conjunction analyses (38) were performed with SPM96 by
summing all the effects exhibited in either of two contrasts
(Read1Remember vs. Remember and Read1Remember vs.
Read) and excluding those voxels for which there was a signif-
icant interaction between contrasts. Activations common to the
three Trial types were identified by overlaying on one another
the activation maps for each Trial type relative to baseline.

Results. Subjects were accurate in judging whether sentences
were true or false for Read Trials (92 6 2%; mean 6 SEM) and

Fig. 1. Schematic representation of the four Trial types in (a) Experiment 1, and (b) Experiment 2.
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Read1Remember Trials (95 6 2%). They were also accurate in
remembering the final words for both Remember Trials (86 6
7%) and Read1Remember Trials (86 6 5%). Dual-task per-
formance did not affect accuracy on either component task.
Subjects were, however, slower to evaluate sentences on
Read1Remember Trials (725 6 81 ms) than on Read Trials
(618 6 111) (P , 0.05; two-tailed t test). Subjects were also
slower to verify the order of final words on Read1Remember
Trials (3,761 6 160 ms) than on Remember Trials (3,382 6 124

ms) (P , 0.03; two-tailed t test). The slowed responses reflected
the increased difficulty of performing both tasks concurrently
rather than separately.

Activations were similar across the three Trial types (Fig. 2;
Table 1), with prominent activations in left PFC and, to a lesser
extent, right PFC. Also activated in all three Trial types were the
left middle temporal gyrus and bilateral anterior cingulate.
Remember and Read1Remember Trials additionally resulted in
activations of bilateral parietal, occipital, and cerebellar regions.

Fig. 2. Whole-brain renderings of group-averaged activations for the three Trial types relative to Control. A lenient threshold was chosen to display all trends
toward activation (P , 0.05 corrected for multiple comparisons). Lighter colors indicate higher Z values.

Table 1. Activations for each condition relative to control—Experiment 1

Brain region (Brodman area)

Read Remember Read 1 Remember

x y z* Z score† Volume‡ x y z Z score Volume x y z Z score Volume

L inferior frontal gyrus
(44,45,47), precentral gyrus
(6)

252 8 0 3.93 58672 248 6 28 4.99 71456 248 6 28 5.68 150960

R middle frontal gyrus (9y46) 32 36 16 2.94 8736 38 28 36 4.06 17952 34 38 20 4.31
L middle frontal gyrus (9y46) 234 40 12 2.87 236 42 12 3.91 236 42 12 4.27
L superior frontal

Gyrusysulcus (10)
226 42 12 2.50 224 50 8 3.62

R superior frontal
Gyrusysulcus (10)

20 50 36 2.26 34 42 32 3.52 34 38 20 4.31

R anterior cingulate (24) 8 22 36 3.21 9840 8 16 36 3.74 8 16 36 4.43
L anterior cingulate (24) 28 2 60 3.02 26 6 52 4.47 26 6 52 5.17
R precuneus (19) 24 268 32 2.53 26 280 48 4.44 13088 30 266 48 4.63 16736
L precuneus (19) 230 282 44 4.06 31280 230 282 44 5.13 79616
L middle temporal gyrus (21) 252 214 224 3.26 8768 258 264 0 2.71 252 252 0 3.29
L visual association areas

(19)ycerebellum
242 280 216 2.69 242 280 216 3.68

R visual association areas
(19)ycerebellum

30 274 224 3.11 17952 30 258 236 4.40 31728

Global maxima are in boldface; local maxima are in the regular face.
*Coordinates for significant activations (P , 0.05 corrected for multiple comparisons).
†Z score for local maximum.
‡Volume of activation in mm3.
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The prefrontal, parietal, and occipital/cerebellar activations
were all more extensive and/or higher in amplitude in
Read1Remember than in the Remember Trials (Table 1).
These activations resemble those reported previously for sen-
tence processing (33, 39, 40) and for demanding verbal WM tasks
(41–45).

The critical question was whether Read1Remember Trials
would elicit activity in any regions that were not recruited by
performance of either component task. Examination of the data
suggested that all areas activated by the Read1Remember Trials
were also activated by either or both of the component Read and
Remember Trials (Table 1). Averaged across subjects, no ar-
ea—in PFC or elsewhere—appeared to be active exclusively
during dual-task performance. A conjunction analysis failed to
find areas that were more active for Read1Remember Trials
relative to both Read Trials and Remember Trials (P . 0.05
corrected for multiple comparisons). The area of maximal
activation in the conjunction analysis was in left PFC, but this
area was also activated above baseline for Remember Trials in
seven of eight subjects. When performed on individual subjects’
data, the same type of conjunction analysis revealed activations
in only four of eight subjects. These activations occurred in no
consistent region of the brain (P . 0.05 uncorrected) and were
specific to PFC in only one subject.

A volume-of-interest (VOI) analysis was performed to exam-
ine the possibility that dual-task performance yielded greater
magnitudes of activation in the areas commonly activated across
Trial types. Creation of an overlap map identified common
activations across the three Trial types in left PFC, right PFC
(middle frontal gyrus), and left temporo-parietal junction (Fig.
3a). Read1Remember yielded greater activation relative to
Read in the left and right prefrontal VOIs (P , 0.001 and P ,
0.02, respectively, two-tailed paired t tests) and relative to
Remember in the right prefrontal VOI, with a tendency toward
greater activity in the left prefrontal VOI (P , 0.017 and P ,
0.166 respectively; two-tailed paired t tests). There was no
difference in magnitude of activation in the temporo-parietal
VOI between Read1Remember and either Read (P . 0.05) or
Remember (P . 0.05).

Dual-task performance did not recruit additional brain re-
gions relative to the component tasks but was associated with
increased activation in regions activated by one or both compo-
nent tasks. Two aspects of the task design in Experiment 1,
however, limit interpretation of these results. First, although the
Remember condition was not designed as a dual task, subjects
may have treated it as such by reading the sentences for
comprehension as well as retaining the final words. Second,
because it is specifically during the Sentence Processing phase
that one might expect to see differences in activation between
dual-task and component-task performance, the demanding
Recall phase may have obscured differences between Remember
and Read1Remember by invoking executive processes related
to recall in both trial types. The trials were modified in Exper-
iment 2 so as to eliminate these concerns. To have a well-
matched baseline for the critical Remember condition, the
Control trials were modified so as to be visually matched to the
Remember trials.

Experiment 2
Methods. Subjects. Eight right-handed volunteers (aged 19–31; 4
males, 4 females) participated after providing informed consent.

Tasks. The same four Trial types were used as in Experiment
1, with several modifications (Fig. 1b). In Experiment 2, only the
five to-be-remembered words on the Remember Trials appeared
on the screen in the Sentence Processing phase. Similarly,
subjects viewed only five consonant strings on Control Trials.
Additionally, each trial ended with an intertrial (ITI) interval of
8 sec. Based on the average response time to verify the recall cue

in Experiment 1, it was estimated that this length of ITI would
allow roughly 12 sec for the recall-related hemodynamic re-
sponse to subside before the start of the next trial.

Testing procedure. The testing procedure was identical to that
in Experiment 1, except that each functional scan was 6.3 min in
length.

Data acquisition. Whole-brain imaging data were acquired on
a 3 Tesla MRI Signa LX Horizon Echospeed (General Electric
Medical Systems, 8.2.5 systems revision). T2-weighted flow-
compensated spin-echo anatomical images (2,000 ms TR; 85 ms
TE) were acquired in 17 contiguous 7-mm axial slices. Functional
images were acquired in the same set of slices by using a
T2*-sensitive gradient echo spiral pulse sequence (46) (1 inter-
leave, 30-ms TE, 1,680-ms TR, 72° flip angle, 24-cm field of view,
64 3 64 data acquisition matrix).

Data analysis. Functional images were motion corrected and
normalized using SPM99 (Wellcome Department of Cognitive
Neurology, University College, London), interpolated to 2 3 2 3
4 mm voxels, and spatially smoothed with a Gaussian filter (6 mm
full width–half maximum). Low-frequency noise and differences
in global signal were removed. Data were analyzed in a similar
manner to Experiment 1, except that only the functional images
corresponding to the Sentence Processing phase were submitted
to analyses. Conjunction analyses (47) were performed in SPM99
to identify activations common to two contrasts.

Fig. 3. VOI analyses. (a) Experiment 1. Changes in mean signal intensity in the
prefrontal activations common to all three trial types relative to baseline. (b)
Experiment 2. Changes in mean signal intensity in the regions identified by a
conjunction analysis as being more active for the dual task than for compo-
nent tasks. Changes in signal intensity were determined from parameter
estimates of the fit between each contrast and the estimated hemodynamic
response, as calculated by the general linear model implemented in SPM99.
Statistical significance of t tests for each condition relative to baseline. *, P ,
0.05; **, P , 0.025; ***, P , 0.01.
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Results. Subjects were equally accurate in judging whether sen-
tences were true or false for Read Trials (90 6 3%; mean 6
SEM) and Read1Remember Trials (90 6 3%) but responded
more slowly on Read1Remember Trials (724 6 103 ms) than on
Read Trials (602 6 111 ms) (P , 0.05 two-tailed t test). On the
other hand, subjects tended toward more accurately remember-
ing the final words for Remember Trials (84 6 6%) than for
Read1Remember Trials (70 6 6%) (P 5 0.07, two-tailed t test)
but did not take significantly longer to verify the order of the
final words on Read1Remember (4,609 6 566 ms) than Re-
member Trials (4,158 6 693 ms) (P . 0.05, two-tailed t test).
Thus, in this experiment, the costs of dual-task performance
were manifested in accuracy for remembering final words and in
response times for answering questions.

The Sentence Processing phase of all three Trial types yielded
prominent activations in bilateral frontal cortex (Fig. 2, Table 2).
Both Remember and Read1Remember Trials were additionally
associated with robust left parietal activation.

A conjunction analysis identified three regions that were more
active for Read1Remember Trials relative to both Read Trials
and Remember Trials (P , 0.05 corrected for multiple compar-
isons): left PFC, right PFC, and left parietal cortex. All three
areas were significantly active above baseline in one or both
component tasks, confirming that there were no dual task-
specific activations in Experiment 2 (Fig. 3b).

Discussion. Dual-task performance on a WM span test was
associated with performance decrements relative to performing
either component task. Dual-task performance did not activate
any novel prefrontal (or any other) region that was not activated
in one or both component tasks. This finding was replicated
across two experiments despite differences in task design, data
acquisition, and analysis. Dual-task performance was, on the
other hand, associated with an increased magnitude of activation
in prefrontal areas—and, in Experiment 2, left parietal cortex—
invoked by the component tasks. These findings provide support
for the resource model, whereby the demands of dual-task
performance are met by increased activation in brain regions
that subserve performance of the component tasks.

The executive WM demands of dual-task performance en-
hanced activation not only in prefrontal areas but also in other

regions. In this and other studies, executive task conditions have
consistently been associated with activation in PFC, parietal
cortex, cerebellum, and occasionally the striatum (8, 9, 12, 13,
48), all considered components of WM circuitry. These multi-
focal activations suggest that executive WM processes involve
interactions between these different brain regions (49).

The finding that dual-task performance results in greater
activation of regions activated by component tasks, rather than
recruitment of a novel region, is consistent with two other
neuroimaging experiments. One experiment involved concur-
rent delayed matching of pitch and luminance (8); the other
consisted of concurrent performance of an auditory verbal task
with either a visual spatial rotation or face identification task (9).
Both studies differed from the present study in two important
ways: (i) they used relatively simple component tasks, and (ii)
they used component tasks in different modalities. Despite these
differences, all three studies came to the same conclusion.
Dual-task processing failed to elicit activation of any new areas
relative to the component tasks but rather elicited stronger
and/or more extensive activation in areas recruited by each of the
component tasks.

In an earlier study (7), dual-task, but not component-task,
performance was associated with activations in bilateral dorso-
lateral PFC (DLPFC) and anterior cingulate cortex. The finding
that only dual-task performance resulted in prefrontal activation
appears to differ from the above studies. All the findings would
be reconciled, however, by consideration of the statistical thresh-
olding of activations and sensitivity of measurement. In the
present Experiments, a higher threshold would have made
prefrontal activation appear to be present only for the dual-task
condition, because activation in that condition was much greater
in magnitude than for either component task. Indeed, the verbal
and spatial component tasks used in the earlier study (7) resulted
in prefrontal activation in a subsequent study involving more
than double the number of subjects (9), and similar tasks of
spatial rotation and verbal classification have also resulted in
prefrontal activation (e.g., refs. 50, 51). Measurement of pre-
frontal activation for component tasks may depend on sensitivity
and statistical thresholds, but all four studies are in agreement
that dual-task performance enhances prefrontal activation rel-
ative to component tasks.

Table 2. Activations for each condition relative to control—Experiment 2

Brain region (Brodman area)

Read Remember Read 1 Remember

x y z* Z score† Volume‡ x y z Z score Volume x y z Z score Volume

L inferior frontal gyrus (44y45)
and L precentral gyrus (6)

244 6 28 4.02 56944 250 12 4 4.76 18800 244 6 32 5.12 90944

L middle frontal gyrus (46) 242 36 16 2.39 228 2 52 3.53
L insula 236 20 0 3.32 234 18 4 2.65
R inferior frontal gyrus (44y45)

and R precentral gyrus (6)
40 4 36 3.14 50 2 28 3.11 50 20 20 3.34

R insula 36 26 24 3.95 32 24 28 3.24
R middle frontal gyrus

(9y10y46)
36 40 20 3.72 23904 40 36 20 4.18

L parietal cortex (40) 246 248 40 3.83 12640 240 252 40 3.22
L precuneus (19) 234 266 40 3.72 236 272 40 4.9 13808
L superior temporal gyrus (22) 256 254 28 2.74 258 252 20 2.94
L putamen 222 4 24 3.2
R putamen 20 2 24 3.2 30 12 4 2.55 Included in prefrontal cluster
R visual association nucleus of

thalamus
Included in prefrontal cluster 14 26 12 3.49

Global maxima are in boldface; local maxima are in the regular face.
*Coordinates for significant activations (P , 0.05 corrected for multiple comparisons).
†Z score for local maximum.
‡Volume of activation in mm3.
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In stark contrast, parietal activation in Experiments 1 and 2
did provide an example of the recruitment of a novel area. For
sentence-reading trials, when subjects did not have to remember
any words, there was no left parietal activation. When subjects
had to maintain five words in WM for the Remember or
Read1Remember Trials, there was robust left parietal activa-
tion. These findings are consistent with the view that parietal
regions are involved specifically in the storage or maintenance
aspects of WM (43, 52).

A number of studies have suggested that prefrontal activation
related to short-term active maintenance of information is
restricted to ventrolateral PFC (15, 43), whereas tasks involving
manipulation of information additionally recruit DLPFC (14, 18,
53–56). In Experiment 2 of the present study, however, simply
remembering five words for a short period of time resulted in
prominent DLPFC activation. This finding is consistent with the
observation that maintaining a large memory load (six letters)
over a delay was sufficient to recruit DLPFC (57). These results
suggest that DLPFC may be recruited in WM tasks involving

only maintenance when the WM load exceeds the processing
limits of ventrolateral PFC.

Performance decrements in WM span tests and other dual-
performance tasks may arise when the component tasks compete
for common resources. In the present experiments, both com-
ponent tasks recruited similar brain regions, especially left PFC,
and these regions were recruited to an even greater extent during
dual-task performance. As in other dual-task studies (8, 9), these
results demonstrate the greater demands placed on a brain
region when each of two components tasks tax that region and
the mental resources supported by it. The WM span test may be
a good predictor of a range of cognitive abilities in both normal
and patient populations (19, 20, 24, 25–31) because it effectively
taxes WM circuitry to its limits.
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